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416 
&& nXamJ ^oê$ (n«^mVr) && 

dm [~Y g~gw§ Ý`mar dmo 
dm [~Y g~gw§ Ý`mar dmo && 
This method is unique 

dm Hw$X«V H$im [Z`mar dmo && dm§ Zo:A§N>a [~Y Ý`mar dmo && 
Omo nmdo gmo _moI nhw±Mo && Amoa gH$i H$r Iwdmar dmo &&Qo>a&& 

This natural art is different from all other arts. By attaining this natural art, the soul 
attains liberation, and by indulging in the illusory arts created by Honkaal (formless 
death angle), the soul is devoured by the Honkaal. Due to this, there is a great loss 
of souls. 

PyQ> PyQ> AmYrZnUmo ao && PyQ> Jar~r hmoB© && 
PyQ> PyQ> gmo gri OÎmao && `m _o Z _moI H$moB© &&1&& 

Remaining humble and to be egoless i.e subservience towards the Lord 
(Parmatma) does not lead to liberation (moksha). This is because subservience is 
not a natural virtue. Similarly, displaying humility, maintaining morality, and living 
an ascetic life are not natural virtues, and therefore do not lead to liberation. All 
these actions of dependence, displaying humility, morality, asceticism, and Maya 
(illusion) are false paths to liberation. A wise or meditative person may believe that 
they can attain liberation through subservience, displaying humility, morality, or 
asceticism, and that they do not need the natural virtue of natural art (kudrat kala) 
to attain liberation. However, this understanding is false. 

OaUm g_P ga_ gmo PyQ>r && PyQ>r g~ MVwamB© && 
A§J Zm±d g~hr gwU PyQ>m && Vm _o _moI Z H$mB© &&2&& 

Being tollerant, understanding the limits of elders, having shame in indulging in low 
pleasures, being clever in doing all auspicious deeds, being clever in not doing any 

inauspicious deeds that will cause sorrow, etc., all these 64 auspicious qualities of 

Maya are false to attain salvation. There is no natural art in any of these qualities of 
Maya, so no one attains salvation from all these characteristics. 

^oH$ [~Y Hy§$Mr g~ PyQ>r && PyQ>m ~Z H$m OmUm && 
PyQ> ~«åh AoH$ H$a OmÊ`mo && PyQ>m g~ [_b ImUm &&3&& 

Doing the guise of the six philosophies to become a monk, knowing the key to 
yoga, becoming an ascetic and going into the forest, knowing the one Brahma 
(Lord) in all and sitting together to eat food, even eating each other's leftovers, do 
not lead to liberation. Therefore, all these methods are false for attaining liberation. 

_yZ MwnH$ [H«$`m g~ PyQ>r && PyQ> X`m Xw:I ^mB© && 
Ho$Ur gwUUr g~ hr PwQ>ro && `m_o _moI Z H$mB© &&4&& 

Merely remaining silent, practicing silence, and other such acts, displaying 
compassion upon seeing the suffering of creatures from elephants to ants, and 
speaking and hearing the knowledge of the Vedas and scriptures - all these are 
false paths to liberation. Liberation cannot be attained through these methods. 
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H$WUr PyQ> AaW gmo PyQ>m && _wI gy§ Ho$ gmo ~mB© && 
_ñVr bm` ^«_ VO ~oR>m && go PyQ> OJ _m§B© &&5&& 

Reciting the Vedas, interpreting the scriptures, memorizing Vedic verses and 
reciting them without looking at them, being intoxicated and abandoning the illusion 
of fear of kaal (death angle) - all these signs are false in the world for attaining 
moksha (liberation). 

gw^ A§J PyQ> Agw^ hr PyQ>m && Om± gy§ _w[ŠV Z Omdo && 
ny§Wmo Jwê$ n«o_ gmo gmMmo && KQ> _o Zm±d OJmdo &&6&& 

Maya's (illussion) all good and bad qualities are false paths to attaining Sat-Swarup 
Moksha (liberation in the form of truth). There is no true liberation in any of these 
qualities. When a being finds a Sat-Swarup Guru (a true spiritual teacher) and 
develops true love for them, then the 'Neh-Anchaar ' (the etarnal sound) awakens 
within them. Without this, no moksha (liberation) can be attained through any other 
illusory means. Instead, one falls into the misery of the cycle of birth and death. 

Ho$ gwIam_ ~ñV dm nm`m± && nrNo> H$maU Zm±hr && 
^mdo [Ogm H$moB A§J ìhmo OZ_o§ && g~ AmN>m OwJ _m§hr &&7&& 

Satguru Sukhramji Maharaj says that once the True Name (Nij-Naam) manifests 
within the body, there is no need for any external signs or symptoms. All the sixty-
four auspicious signs are naturally attained. Even if a saint has attained the art of 
nature but his deeds are lowly, it does not hinder his attainment of moksha 
(liberation). Due to the power of the Neh-anchaar (eternal sound), all the lowly 
characterstics of a saint become elevated, both in the present and in the future. 
This is what Satguru Sukhramji Maharaj said. 

 
  


